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carbon Lite whitecarbon Lite white

Seat with sophisticated design, carbon structure and stainless steel frame.

The Carbon Lite model has been designed for cyclists looking for greater seat comfort compared to the narrower version of Carbon models. The patented features by Selle SMP, 

such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. Our motto “designed on your 

body” effi  caciously expresses the characteristics of the seat. Indicated for people with a medium-wide pelvis.

Technical data
Weight: 175 g

Dimensions: 273 x 135 mm

Padding: absent

Body: carbon fi ber

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

available in the models:
composit, forma, Chrono, 
evolution, dynamic, stratos, 
glider, Lite 209, avant, pro, plus, 
Lite Junior

covering colorscovering colors

www.sellesmp.com

silver
blue

yellowred

white

full carbonfull carbon
“Top” design seat and a 100% carbon structure. 

Winner of the Product Design Award 2006.

The Full Carbon model is the top of the SMP4BIKE 

range and it is intended for cyclists looking for the 

lightest weight possible. 

The patented features by Selle SMP, such as the 

completely free central channel, the original

eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these 

models an interesting aerodynamic touch. Suited for 

thin people with narrow pelvises.

carbon/ carbon colorcarbon/ carbon color
“Top” design, carbon structure and stainless steel frame.

The Carbon and Carbon Color models are indicated for cyclists looking for comfort and the lightweight of carbon at an interesting 

price. A wide assortment of colors can be combined with the aesthetic and stylistic canons of frames for the evolved bicycles. The 

patented features by Selle SMP, such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these 

models an interesting aerodynamic touch. Suited for thin people with narrow pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 165 g

Dimensions: 263 x 129 mm

Padding: absent

Body: carbon fi ber

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

compositcomposit
Composit has the same structure and design as the Carbon 

models. The body in elastomerized Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon 

fi ber is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica 

microfi bre in the colored ones.
This model is not padded, therefore Composit is 

particularly suited for cyclists used to pedaling 

on rigid and narrow seats. The patented 

features by Selle SMP, such as 

the completely free central 

channel, the original eagle-beak 

nose and the raised rear give these 

models an interesting

aerodynamic touch.

Suited for thin people with narrow pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 200 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 150 g

Dimensions: 263 x 129 mm

Padding: absent

Body: elastomerized Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather for the black version and Lorica

microfi bre for the colored ones

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB)

and Lady version

recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

formaforma
Forma has the same structure and design as the Carbon lite model. The body in 

elastomerized Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber is covered in real leather in the black 

versions and Lorica microfi bre in the colored ones.
This model is not padded, therefore Forma is particularly suited for cyclists used to 

pedaling on rigid seats with an average width. The Forma model has been designed 

for cyclists who are looking for greater seat comfort compared to that guaranteed by 

the narrower Composit version. The patented features by Selle SMP such as the 

completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised 

rear make these models additionally streamlined. “Designed on your 

body”, the advertising slogan for the seat, defi nes it best. Indicated 

for people with a medium-wide pelvis.

Technical data
Weight: 230 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - 
CRB: 170 g

Dimensions: 273 x 137 mm

Padding: absent

Body: elastomerized Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather for the black version and Lorica microfi bre

for the colored ones

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

evolutionevolution
The EVOLUTION model is the ideal seat for both races and 

cycling in your free time. It uses the structure of the Composit 

model joined with minimal padding. It is covered in real 

leather in the black versions and Lorica 

microfi ber in the colored versions.

It has excellent “all-around” features 

and is particularly suited for the 

average pelvis. The EVOLUTION model 

has foamed elastomer padding where the 

ischial tuberosities and rear rest. The patented 

features by Selle SMP, such as the completely free central 

channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give 

these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. In virtue of its 

very small padding it is particularly suited for thin people with 

narrow pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 230 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 180 g

Dimensions: 266 x 129 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre 

in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and the Lady 

version

recommended for Road and Mountain bikes

stratosstratos
The Stratos model is the ideal seat for both intensive training and free time cycling. It uses 

the structure of the Composit model joined with average padding. It is covered in real 

leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber in the colored versions.

It has excellent “all-around” features and is particularly suited for the average 

pelvis. The STRATOS model has foamed elastomer padding where the 

ischial tuberosities and rear rest. The patented features by Selle SMP, 

such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak 

nose and the raised rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic 

touch. In virtue of the combination of light yet comfortable padding with

a body of smaller width, Stratos is the ideal solution between the Evolution 

and Glider models. Suited for people with a narrow or medium-sized pelvis.

Technical data
Weight: 250 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 200 g

Dimensions: 266 x 131 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

full carbon Litefull carbon Lite
“Top” design seat and a 100% carbon 

structure.

The Full Carbon Lite model has been 

designed for cyclists who want a 

lightweight and more comfortable 

seat compared to the more narrow 

versions of the Carbon line. The 

patented features by Selle SMP, such 

as the completely free central channel, 

the original eagle-

beak nose and 

the raised rear 

give these models 

an interesting aerodynamic 

touch. Our motto “designed on 

your body” effi  caciously expresses the 

characteristics of the seat. Indicated for 

people with a medium-wide pelvis.

Technical data
Weight: 119 g

Dimensions: 273 x 135 mm

Padding: absent

Body: carbon fi ber 

Frame: carbon fi ber

recommended for Road and

Mountain Bikes

ChronoChrono
Chrono, the seat born for time trials, has dimensions in compliance with UCI regulations. CHRONO is also ideal for junior racers. 

It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber in the colored versions.
This model does not have padding. CHRONO has been specifi cally designed for use in time trials (UCI regulations), where particular 

dimensions and positionings are required. The patented features by Selle SMP, such as the completely free central channel, the original 

eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. It can also be used in junior races.

Technical data
Weight: 199 g

Dimensions: 250 x 124 mm

Padding: absent

Body: Polypropylene copolymer

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

recommended for time trials

dynamic
The DYNAMIC model is the ideal seat for intensive training or free time cycling. It uses the structure of the Forma model joined with minimal 

padding. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber in the colored versions.

It has excellent “all-around” features and is particularly suited for the medium-wide pelvis. The DYNAMIC model has foamed elastomer 

padding where the ischial tuberosities and rear rest. The patented features by Selle SMP, such as the completely free central 

channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. In virtue of its 

very small padding it is particularly suited for thin people with medium-wide pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 260 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 205 g

Dimensions: 274 x 138 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre

in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

Lite 209Lite 209
Lite 209 is the ideal seat for intensive training or free time cycling. It uses the structure of the Forma 

model joined with comfortable padding. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica 

microfi ber in the colored versions.

It has excellent “all-around” features and is particularly suited for the average-sized 

pelvis. The patented features by Selle SMP, such as the completely 

free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised 

rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. The 

Lite 209 model is particularly suited for all those who want 

the maximum comfort of a seat with average width, and it is 

particularly ideal for people with a medium-wide pelvis.

Technical data
Weight: 310 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 260 g

Dimensions: 273 x 139 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

gliderglider
The Glider model is the ideal seat for both intensive training and free time cycling. It uses the structure of the 

Composit model joined with comfortable padding. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and 

Lorica microfi ber in the colored versions.
It has excellent “all-around” features and is particularly suited for the average pelvis. 

The GLIDER model has foamed elastomer padding where the ischial tuberosities 

and rear rest. The patented features by Selle SMP, such as the completely free 

central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these models 

an interesting aerodynamic touch. In virtue of its comfortable padding, it is particularly 

suited for people with a medium-large sized pelvis and it is indicated for women cyclists.

Technical data
Weight: 260 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 210 g

Dimensions: 266 x 136 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

avantavant
Avant uses a wider body than the other SMP4BIKE models. The extremely comfortable padding 

guarantees maximum comfort. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica 

microfi ber in the colored versions.

AVANT is slightly shorter and is equipped with a rather wide body.

It is an excellent seat for all those who want comfort.

The patented features by Selle SMP, such as the completely free 

central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised 

rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. It is also 

recommended for trekking bicycles. Suited for people with medium-wide 

and wide pelvises, also indicated for women cyclists.

Technical data
Weight: 335 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 285 g

Dimensions: 269 x 154 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version 

recommended for Road, Mountain and Trekking Bikes

propro
Pro is the fi rst seat in the SMP4BIKE range and uses a longer 

and wider body than the other models in the same range. 

The comfortable padding guarantees good comfort. It 

is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica 

microfi ber in the colored versions.

PRO is the most narrow version of this series of 

models. The patented features by Selle SMP, 

such as the completely free central channel, 

the original eagle-beak nose and the 

raised rear give these models an interesting 

aerodynamic touch. It is well-padded and suited for 

people with medium-wide and wide pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 315 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 265 g

Dimensions: 278 x 148 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica 

microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB)

and Lady version

recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

plusplus
Plus uses the same body as the Pro model, the much thicker padding guarantees maximum 

comfort. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber in the colored 

versions.

PLUS is generously padded, also recommended for trekking bicycles.

The patented features by Selle SMP, such as the completely 

free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the 

raised rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic 

touch. It is also recommended for trekking bicycles. Suited 

for people with medium-wide and wide pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 360 g

Dimensions: 279 x 159 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Lady 

recommended for Road, Mountain and Trekking Bikes

Lite JuniorLite Junior
Lite Junior is the ideal seat for both intensive training and free time cycling for juniors. The comfortable padding guarantees maximum 

comfort.  It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber in the colored versions.

Designed to off er the benefi ts of the SMP4BIKE series to all the juniors approaching the world of cycling. The patented 

features by Selle SMP, such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the 

raised rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. It is the younger sister of the Lite 209 

and is ideal for juniors between 8 – 14 years of age.

Technical data
Weight: 225 g

Dimensions: 234 x 128 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Polypropylene copolymer

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

Carbon

Technical data
Weight: 105 g

Dimensions: 263 x 129 mm

Padding: absent

Body: carbon fi ber 

Frame: carbon fi ber

recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes
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Recommended for sizes: M - L - XL
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Recommended for sizes: XS - S - M

Recommended for sizes: XS - S - M

Recommended for sizes: M - L - XL

Recommended for sizes: XS - S - M Recommended for sizes: M - L - XL

Recommended for sizes XS - S - M and JUNIOR 8 ÷ 14 years of age
Recommended for sizes: L - XL - XXL

Recommended for sizes: M - L - XL Recommended for Juniors 8 ÷ 14 years of age / Mini-athletes

Recommended for sizes: L - XL - XXL

Recommended for sizes: L - XL - XXL

Recommended for sizes: M - L - XL
Recommended for sizes: XS - S - M - L

Recommended for sizes: XS - S - M

Recommended for sizes: M - L - XL
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